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Spring in Practice: Covers Spring 3Manning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Spring in Practice shows you how to tackle the challenges you face when you build Spring-based applications. The book empowers software developers to solve concrete business problems by mapping application-level issues to Spring-centric solutions. It diverges from other cookbooks because it presents...
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Windows 8.1 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	The bestselling book on Windows, now updated for the new 8.1 features


	Microsoft has fine-tuned Windows 8 with some important new features, and veteran author Andy Rathbone explains every one in this all-new edition of a long-time bestseller. Whether you're using Windows for the first time, upgrading from an older...
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Developing Windows Store Apps with HTML5 and JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2013

	The Windows store is growing in popularity and with this step-by-step guide it's easy to join the bandwagon using HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript. From basic development techniques to publishing on the store, it's the complete primer.


	Overview

	
		Learn about the powerful new features in HTML5 and...
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COMPTON STREET LEGEND: Notorious Keffe D’s Street-Level Accounts of Tupac and Biggie Murders, Death Row Origins, Suge Knight, Puffy Combs, and Crooked CopsKingDoMedia, 2019

	The infamous Suge Knight, former Death Row Records CEO, and I are the only living eyewitnesses to the deadly confrontation on the Las Vegas strip between the occupants of our two vehicles. A violent confrontation that led to the deaths of two of Hip-Hop’s biggest stars (Tupac Shakur & Christopher ‘Notorious B.I.G.’ Wallace)...
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Inside Solaris™ 9New Riders Publishing, 2002
Inside Solaris 9          gives administrators the information they'll need to upgrade to Solaris          9 and maximize the new features. Author Bill Calkins begins by laying          the foundations of Solaris, then explains how to get set up with Solaris          9 (including any potential pitfalls). Next,...
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The Greek Wars: The Failure of PersiaOxford University Press, 2005
THE viewpoint of this book is no longer novel, and the concerns of scholars are different from what they were over four decades ago when I began to lecture on Xenophon and on the Persian Wars. One must salute above all Pierre Briant, but also Amelie Kuhrt and the late Heleen Sancisi-Weerdenburg, to whom all students are much beholden not only for...
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Peachtree for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Handle the financial parts of your business like a pro    

    Set up Peachtree to do what you need, and even have a backup plan    

    If you have a business, you have financial management needs. With Peachtreeand this book, you can manage inventory, bill customers and collect money, pay...
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SQL Server 2012 Reporting Services BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Use real-world situations to develop real-world solutions


	Overview

	
		Detailed coverage of the various reporting options available
	
		Build end-to-end report solutions based on SSRS
	
		Learn from realistic situations to offer outstanding solutions



	In...
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Working With Your Doctor: Getting the Healthcare You Deserve (Patient Centered Guides)O'Reilly, 1998

	
		Getting the best healthcare in today's world requires that you participate in the process. Working with Your Doctor: Getting the Healthcare You Deserve will help you to be your own advocate, to get the very vest in healthcare, and to have the best possible relationship with your doctors. It will show you how to become an...
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JavaMail APIO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Email was the Internet’s first killer app. One of the most frequently asked questions
	
		about Java is how to send email from a Java applet or application. While it’s certainly
	
		possible to write a Java program that uses sockets to communicate with mail servers,
	
		this requires detailed knowledge of some fairly...
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Non-Hodgkin's Lymphomas: Making Sense of Diagnosis, Treatment & Options (Patient Centered Guides)Patient Centered Guides, 1999

	
		Prior to publication of this resource guide, no book on the market targeted the non-Hodgkin's lymphoma survivor's need for understandable information. While there are medical texts on the non-Hodgkin's lymphomas as well as inspirational first-person accounts from survivors of related cancers such as leukemia, between...
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New Literacies: Everyday Practices and Social LearningOpen University Press, 2011

	“Like a compass guiding you to what’s important and why in this rapidly evolving field, this new edition is utterly stimulating but also thoughtful and measured.”

	Daniel Cassany, Literacy Researcher and Teacher, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona, Spain 


	"Essential reading for those...
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